2017 Home Visiting Needs Assessment
County Profile: Henry

Population
Henry: 49,072
Indiana: 6,597,880

Children Under 4
Henry: 2,462
Indiana: 434,075

Median Income
Henry: $47,954
Indiana: $50,510

Maternal and Newborn Health

PRETERM BIRTHS
Henry: 10.1%
Indiana: 9.7%

INFANT MORTALITY RATES
Henry: 9.4
Indiana: 7.1

SMOKING DURING PREGNANCY
Henry: 22.4%
Indiana: 15.1%

BIRTHS TO 1ST TIME MOTHERS
Henry: 40.6%
Indiana: 38.4%

TEEN BIRTH RATE
Henry: 29.5
Indiana: 28

PREGNANT WOMEN ON WIC
Henry: 16.7%
Indiana: 17.3%

BREASTFED AT DISCHARGE
Henry: 78.1%
Indiana: 79.3%

MEDICAID BIRTHS
Henry: 50.9%
Indiana: 43.7%

ADULT SMOKERS
Henry: 28%
Indiana: 23%

Family Economic Self-Sufficiency

UNEMPLOYMENT
Henry: 6.9%
Indiana: 6.0%

CHILDREN IN POVERTY
Henry: 21.8%
Indiana: 21.2%

CHILDREN WITH FREE/REduced LUNCH
Henry: 50.2%
Indiana: 49.1%

FAMILIES ON TANF (MONTHLY AVERAGE)
Henry: 106
Indiana: 10,680

SINGLE PARENT HOUSEHOLDS
Henry: 33%
Indiana: 9.7%

HIGH SCHOOL DROPOUTS
Henry: 9.7%
Indiana: 8.3%

CHILDREN WITH FOOD INSECURITY
Henry: 24.6%
Indiana: 21.2%

Child Maltreatment

SUBSTANTIATED NEGLECT
Henry: 11.8%
Indiana: 16.7%

SUBSTANTIATED PHYSICAL ABUSE
Henry: 5.7%
Indiana: 7.9%

SUBSTANTIATED SEXUAL ABUSE
Henry: 12.9%
Indiana: 16.4%

Crime or Domestic Violence

DRUG RELATED ARRESTS PER 1000
Henry: 5
Indiana: 6

ALCOHOL RELATED ARRESTS PER 1000
Henry: 7
Indiana: 9

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE RESIDENTIAL/NON-RESIDENTIAL SLOTS
Henry: 397
Indiana: 23,367

School Readiness and Achievement

EARLY HEAD START SLOTS
Henry: 0
Indiana: 1,945

HEAD START SLOTS
Henry: 150
Indiana: 13,598

FIRST STEPS ENROLLMENT
Henry: 9.8%
Indiana: 6.5%

PASSING IREAD
Henry: 89.7%
Indiana: 90.3%

PASSING ISTEP
Henry: 76.5%
Indiana: 77.5%

CHILDREN WITH LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENCY
Henry: 0.3%
Indiana: 5.3%

HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA OR EQUIVALENT
Henry: 44.9%
Indiana: 35%

Data based on publicly available 2014 data, compiled by Emerald Consulting, and published in the 2017 Indiana Home Visiting Needs Assessment for the purpose of identifying factors related to the need for home visiting services in Indiana and by County. This project was supported by the Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA) of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) under grant number X10MC29469 Maternal, Infant and Early Childhood Home visiting Grant Program, total award $10,518,746.00. This information or content and conclusions are those of the author and should not be construed as the official position or policy of nor should any endorsements be inferred by HRSA, HHS or the U.S. Government.